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UKPSC PCS (J)
Examination  

           (A) For Preliminary written Entrance 
                               (Screening) 

 
The preliminary written entrance examination for Civil Judge will be divided 
into two parts. In Part-I, it will contain 50 marks and Part-II will contain 150 
marks. 

                                    Part-I :-General Knowledge

It will include day to day happenings around India and the World, particularly in 
the legal spheres. The questions may relate mainly to international law, neutrali-
ty, recent legislation pronouncement particularly Indian Constitution, law and 
development and legal aspects but it will not be confined to this only. 

                                          Part-II :- Acts & Laws 

It will cover the following Acts and Laws – Transfer of Properties Act, Principle of 
Hindu Laws and Principle of Muslim Laws, Evidence Act, Code of Criminal 
Procedure, Indian Penal Code, Civil Procedure Code.
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                (B) For Main written Entrance 
                       
The examination will include the following subjects 
 
                                  Paper - The Present Day 
 
(1) The Present Day - This paper is designed to test the candidate’s knowledge of the reactions to 
what is happening in India and the world generally at the present day, particularly in the legal sphere 
and also his power of expression in English. Questions, the answers to which should be in essay form 
will relate mainly to jurisprudence, international law, neutrality, recent legislation, particularly- Indian 
constitutional law and developments, especially on their legal aspect and so on but will not be con-
fined to them. Credit will be given both for substance and expression; conversely deduction will be 
made for bad expression, including faults of grammar, misuse of words etc. 

                                        Paper - Language 

(2) Language - A passage in English will be set and the candidate will be required to Translate it into 
the ordinary language spoken in the courts, using the Devnagri Script - Marks 30
Likewise a passage of Hindi will be required to be translated in ordinary English language - Marks 30
There will be English Précis writing also - Marks 40

                                Paper - I :- Substantive Law 

(3) Law : Paper I - Substantive Law - The questions set will be restricted to the field covered 
byThe law of contracts; the law of partnership; the law concerning casements and torts; the law relat-
ing to transfer of property; including the principles of equity specially applicable thereto; the princi-
ples of equity, with special reference to the Law of Trust and specific relief. Hindu Law and Moham-
medan Law. 

                        Paper - II :- Evidence and Procedure

(4) Law : Paper II - Evidence and Procedure - The field will be that covered by the Law of 
Evidence, The Criminal Procedure Code and Code of Civil Procedure, including the principles of plead-
ing. The questions set will relate mainly to practical matters; such as the framing of charges and 
issues the methods of dealing with the evidence of witness, the writing of judgment and the conduct 
of cases generally but will not be restricted to them.
 


